Reverse Transfer
Award Students the Degrees They’ve Earned

The National Student Clearinghouse provides the only national Reverse Transfer solution that enables course and grade data to be exchanged across state lines. Become part of the national solution and join us in changing students’ lives!

Benefits to Students
• Qualify for better paying jobs
• More likely to complete a bachelor’s degree
• Less likely to default on student loans
• Milestone accomplishment reflecting achievement they earned

Benefits to Institutions
• Increase in both two- and four-year graduates
• Potential to qualify for more funding
• Streamline course data exchange with partner schools
• Easily send data between public and private schools, as well as across state lines

Learn more at reversetransfer.org
How Does Reverse Transfer Work?

Reverse Transfer is a secure automated national solution for exchanging unlimited course/grade data across public, private and state lines.

It doesn't matter if the student transferred to another associate degree granting or bachelor’s level institution first, attended public or private institutions, or transferred across state lines. **If eligible, the student is awarded an associate degree.**

1. Sign a participation agreement
2. Work with your partner institutions to participate
3. Establish a Reverse Transfer account

**Best of All, Reverse Transfer Is Free!**

To learn more or sign up, contact your Regional Director at studentclearinghouse.org/reps
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